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Abstract
We evaluate the temporal structure normalisation (TSN), a feature
normalisation technique for robust speech recognition, on the
large vocabulary Aurora-4 task. The TSN technique oper-
ates by normalising the trend of the feature’s power spectral
density (PSD) function to a reference function using finite im-
pulse response (FIR) filters. The features are the cepstral coef-
ficients and the normalisation procedure is performed on every
cepstral channel of each utterance. Experimental results show
that the TSN reduces the average word error rate (WER) by
7.20% and 8.16% relatively over the mean-variance normalisa-
tion (MVN) and the histogram equalisation (HEQ) baselines re-
spectively. We further evaluate two other state-of-the-art tempo-
ral filters. Experimental results show that among the three evalu-
ated temporal filters, the TSN filter performs the best. Lastly,
our results also demonstrates that fixed smoothing filters are less
effective on Aurora-4 task than on Aurora-2 task.

Index Terms: robust automatic speech recognition, feature nor-
malisation, temporal filter, Aurora task

1. Introduction

The current state-of-the-art speech recognition system is a sta-
tistical pattern classification machine. If there is a mismatch
between the statistics of the training and test speech features,
the system performance can be seriously affected. For example,
if the microphone used to record the training and test utterances
are different, the resultant mean of the cepstral features may dif-
fer. In this case, mean normalisation can be used to minimise
the feature mismatch. Many methods have been proposed to
normalise other global statistics of the features. If we view the
time series of each cepstral feature, also known as the cepstral
channel, as realisations of a random process, we can normalise
the process’s first-order, second-order, and higher-order statist-
ics [1] to improve the robustness of feature. Existing normali-
sation techniques can be classified into two categories: the first-
order statistics normalisation (FOSN) and the second-order sta-
tistics normalisation (SOSN). To the authors’ best knowledge,
there is still no reported work that normalises the higher order
statistics of the features, they are hence complementary and can be
applied jointly. Our experimental results suggest that the com-
bination of the two usually yields better performance.

Other researchers have also reported on the use of tempo-
rnal filters to filter the feature time series [12, 14, 15]. How-
ever, as compared to SOSN techniques, these filters are not de-
signed with the objective to normalise the feature’s temporal
structure. Instead they are designed based on either empirical
observations [12, 15] or some data driven approaches to optimi-
sify the discriminative power of the features [14]. For exam-
ple, the RASTA filter [12] is empirically designed to filter out
the very low modulation frequency (0-1Hz) and the high mod-
ulation frequency (16-50Hz, assume the frame rate is 100Hz),
as these two portions of the modulation spectrum are considered
as less relevant to the speech recognition problem [13]. Another
empirically designed temporal filter is an ARMA filter that op-
erates after the MVN operation and is known as the MVA [15].
The MVA improves the recognition accuracy significantly on the
Aurora-2 task. In [14], several temporal filters are designed
based on criteria such as linear discriminative analysis (LDA),
the principle component analysis (PCA) and the minimum clas-
sification error analysis (MCE). Filters designed using these cri-
teria are usually band-pass or low-pass and experimental results
on a Chinese digital string task showed good performance.

In this paper, we evaluated the TSN technique on the
Aurora-4 large vocabulary task and compared the performance
of the TSN, MVA and RASTA filters in combination with the
MVN or HEQ preprocessing. In section 2, we briefly introduce
the TSN filter and the HEQ technique. In section 3, we describe
the experimental setup and present the results and discussion.
Finally, we conclude in section 4.

2. Normalising the Statistics of the Features

This section discusses the TSN and HEQ techniques.

2.1. Temporal Structure Normalisation

Our analysis showed that the PSD function of the feature time series varies with the acoustic environment conditions such as changes in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [9]. To reduce the effect of acoustic distortion, the TSN technique normalises the feature’s PSD function to a reference PSD function. Note that the PSD function is not normalised exactly to the reference function, rather only the trend of the PSD function is normalised. By doing this, only the variation due to the environmental distortion will be reduced [9] while the speech related information will be retained.

FIR filters are used to normalise the feature’s PSD functions. For each feature channel of an incoming utterance, the transfer function of the FIR filter is obtained by

\[ |H(\omega)| = \sqrt{|P_{\text{ref}}|/|P_{\text{test}}|} \tag{1} \]

where \( P_{\text{ref}} \) is the reference PSD function and \( P_{\text{test}} \) is the PSD function of the feature to be processed, both PSD functions are two-sided. The reference PSD functions are found by averaging the feature’s PSD function across clean utterances. Equation (1) is shown to be the transfer function of the square-root Wiener filter under certain assumptions [10]. The filter’s coefficients can be found by taking the inverse fast Fourier transform of \( |H(\omega)| \). The FIR filter so designed will normalise the \( P_{\text{test}} \) to \( P_{\text{ref}} \) exactly, as the PSD of the filtered feature will be \( P_{\text{test}} = |H(\omega)|^2 P_{\text{test}} = P_{\text{ref}} \). If we wish only to normalise the trend of the \( P_{\text{test}} \), smoothed version of the \( |H(\omega)| \) should be applied instead. This can be achieved by extracting only the middle part of the filter’s coefficients which have the most significant weights. This truncation of filter’s coefficients results in smoothed transfer function for the realised filter. Hence, only the overall trend of the feature’s PSD function is normalised. After the truncation, the Hannning window is applied on the coefficients and finally, the sum of the coefficients are scaled to one to ensure unit gain at zero frequency. For a more complete description of the filter, please refer to [9, 10].

2.2. Histogram Equalisation

The HEQ [7, 8] is a general technique to transform the histogram of the input data to any desired histogram. As the environmental distortion is one important factor that contributes to the variations of the feature’s histogram, the HEQ is used to normalise the feature’s histogram to reduce the effect of the distortion. When the histogram, i.e. the PDF of the feature, is normalised, all the moments of the feature are normalised theoretically. Therefore, the HEQ can be seen as a generalisation of the MVN that only normalises the first two moments of the feature. Experimental results have also shown that the HEQ provides better performance than the MVN [7].

For completeness, the HEQ technique is briefly described. Given both the histogram of the input data and the reference histogram, the transformation that normalises the input histogram to the reference histogram is:

\[ \hat{x} = C_{\text{ref}}^{-1}(C_{\text{test}}(x)) \tag{2} \]

where \( \hat{x} \) and \( x \) are the output and input features, respectively. The \( C_{\text{ref}}() \) and \( C_{\text{test}}() \) are the reference and input cumulative density functions (CDF) respectively, which can be obtained from their corresponding histograms.

To implement the HEQ, we need to have both the input histogram and the reference histogram. The input histogram is estimated from the incoming utterance, either from a segment of several seconds [8] or from the whole utterance [7]. The reference histogram can be either sampled from a standard PDF, e.g., the Gaussian PDF, or estimated by averaging the histogram over some clean training utterances.

3. Experiments

The general framework of our experiment for feature normalisation is to cascade the FOSN techniques and the SOSN techniques as shown in Fig. 1. We conducted experiments using two FOSN techniques, i.e., the MVN and the HEQ, and three SOSN techniques, i.e., the RASTA, the MVA and the TSN.

3.1. Speech Recognition System

In the Aurora-4 database [16], speech is sampled in both 8kHz and 16kHz, of which only 8kHz speech is used in this paper. We use the HTK speech recognition toolkit (HTK) [17] to build a speech recognition system with cross-word triphone hidden Markov models. In every triphone model, there are three emitting states, each with 4 mixtures. The recognition system is trained on 7,138 clean utterances (Training Set 1 described in [16]) and the training process follows that of the ISIP baseline system (page 9 of [16]). For all experiments, there are around 3,150 tazed states, which is similar to the number used in the ISIP baseline system. The standard bigram language model from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ01) database is modified to include several missing words in the training and testing data using HTK. For all recognition tests, the weight of the language model in final likelihood, the word insertion penalty and the pruning threshold are set to 16, -10 and 250. respectively.

There are 14 test cases in the Aurora-4 task. The test case 01 is the clean test and the test cases 02-07 are noisy tests, each case is corrupted by one type of noise. The utterances in each noisy test case are corrupted in different SNR levels from 15dB to 5dB with an average SNR of 10dB. The test cases 08-14 are the same as the test cases 01-07 except that the microphone mismatch is introduced. For all the 14 test cases, there are a big test (330 utterances) and a small test (166 utterances). Although the small test is a subset of the big test, its word count distribution and utterance duration distribution match closely to the big test. To save time, our experiments are all carried out on the small test. The total length of the speech in one small test case is 20 mins. The computation time required for the small test is about 1x-2x real time for clean test case (test 01) and 3x-8x real time for noisy test cases (test 02-14) on a Pentium IV 2.8 GHz PC.

3.2. Feature Normalisation Techniques

The raw features are generated from the WI007 feature extraction program that is distributed with the Aurora-2 database [18]. The 13 static features and their delta and acceleration features...
Table 1: WER (%) for AURORA-2 task averaged across the SNR between 0 and 20 dB. RR (%) is the relative error rate reduction over the MVN baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Set A</th>
<th>Set B</th>
<th>Set C</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
<th>RR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MVN baseline</td>
<td>22.09</td>
<td>20.52</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>21.51</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVN+RASTA</td>
<td>18.94</td>
<td>17.31</td>
<td>18.29</td>
<td>18.16</td>
<td>15.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVN+MVA</td>
<td>15.82</td>
<td>14.84</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>15.41</td>
<td>28.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVN+TSN</td>
<td>15.73</td>
<td>14.13</td>
<td>16.38</td>
<td>15.22</td>
<td>29.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

form the 39 dimension feature vector. The first MFCC feature c0 is used instead of the log energy. After the 39 features are generated, they are preprocessed by either MVN or HEQ, then further processed by the temporal filters: the RASTA, the MVA and the TSN filters. All processing is performed on each feature individually. The following test setups are examined:

- MVN baseline: utterance-based MVN
- HEQ baseline: utterance-based HEQ
- MVN+RASTA: MVN followed by RASTA filter
- MVN+MVA: MVN followed by ARMA filter
- MVN+TSN: MVN followed by TSN filter
- HEQ+RASTA: HEQ followed by RASTA filter
- HEQ+MVA: HEQ followed by ARMA filter
- HEQ+TSN: HEQ followed by TSN filter
- AFE [19], advanced feature extraction program of ESTI

The MVN and HEQ are implemented utterance by utterance. The number of bins for the histogram used in the HEQ is 100 and the reference histogram is sampled from the standard Gaussian PDF. The RASTA filter is implemented using the equation (1) in [12], with the pole value set to 0.94 for better performance. We find that ARMA filters in MVN+MVA and HEQ+MVA work the best when their order are two and one respectively. The ESTI’s advanced feature extraction program (AFE) [19] is also evaluated for comparison.

In the TSN, the feature’s PSD function is estimated using the Yule-Walker method with the autoregressive model of order 15 to obtain the desired smoothness of PSD. The number of bins for the two sided PSD is 256 to ensure sufficient samples in the frequency domain. The reference PSD functions, one for each feature channel, are averaged over the whole 7,138 clean training utterances of the Aurora-4. The raw features of each utterance are processed by either the MVN or the HEQ before the calculation of their PSD functions and the filtering. The non-causal FIR filter’s order is chosen to be 21, which is the same as that used for the Aurora-2 task [9][10]

### 3.3. Experiment results

For ease of comparison, we extract our previously published results [10] in Table 1 with MVN preprocessing on the Aurora-2 task. The results (see the Avg. column) show that MVN+TSN and MVN+MVA resulted in very similar improvements over the baseline. The improvements were 28.36% and 29.24% respectively.

The average WERs with MVN and HEQ preprocessing on the Aurora-4 task are shown in Fig. 2 and the detailed results are shown in Table 2. The RASTA and MVA filters improve the performance over the baselines slightly. Only the TSN filter provides significant improvements over their corresponding baselines, specifically the MVN+TSN and the HEQ+TSN reduce the average WER by 7.20% and 8.16% respectively. As shown in Table 2, the use of the RASTA and MVA filters produce worse results than the baselines for the clean test 01. However, the TSN filter delivers comparable or even better results than the baselines for test 01. The results show that the TSN is complementary to MVN or HEQ. The best combination was achieved using the HEQ+TSN scheme. Its average result of 32.49% is comparable to the AFE results of 32.05%.

### 3.4. Discussion

We note that the effect of the environmental distortion can be reduced by low-pass filtering the features. However, some speech information that exists in the high modulation frequency ranges will also be lost. For a small vocabulary task such as the Aurora-2 (11 word models), the low-pass filtered features remain sufficiently discriminative even though the high modulation frequencies are totally smoothed out. However, for large vocabulary task such as the Aurora-4, when the number of models becomes significantly larger (>3000 tied states), the features must not be overly smoothed so as to retain their discriminative ability to achieve good recognition performance. The basic consideration in smoothing the features is to have a balance between reducing feature mismatch due to environmental distortion and the feature’s discriminative power.

The TSN achieves a good balance by adapting its level of smoothing to different distortion situations. For example, under high SNR level, mild smoothing is used to retain more speech details. While for low SNR level utterances, more aggressive smoothing is applied. Readers are referred to [9][10] for an illustration of the adaptive transfer functions in different SNR levels. In summary, we find that the TSN is effective in feature normalisation. It benefits from the adaptive ability in different SNR levels.

Unlike the adaptive filtering used in the TSN, the RASTA and MVA use fixed low-pass filters (RASTA also suppresses the very low modulation frequency). Hence, these two techniques cannot achieve the same level of performance as TSN on a large vocabulary task (Table 2).

### 4. Conclusions

In this paper, we compared several start-of-the-art temporal filters for robust speech recognition. Our experimental results show while these filters can all improve the recognition performance on small vocabulary Aurora-2 task, only the TSN remains effective on the large vocabulary Aurora-4 task. The results reaffirm that temporal feature normalisation - such as the
Table 2. The WERs of different feature normalisation schemes on the Aurora-4 Task. RR (%) is the relative error rate reduction of the temporal filters over their corresponding baselines. The result of the HEQ*+TES is taken from [8] directly as we didn’t implement the TES filter. This result cannot be compared directly to that of the HEQ+TSN as different types of HEQ are used in HEQ+TSN and HEQ*+TES and settings are also different in the recognition systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>01</th>
<th>02</th>
<th>03</th>
<th>04</th>
<th>05</th>
<th>06</th>
<th>07</th>
<th>08</th>
<th>09</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
<th>RR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MVN baseline</td>
<td>13.59</td>
<td>25.30</td>
<td>38.31</td>
<td>39.34</td>
<td>40.04</td>
<td>37.38</td>
<td>42.73</td>
<td>22.32</td>
<td>35.17</td>
<td>49.02</td>
<td>52.30</td>
<td>55.25</td>
<td>48.51</td>
<td>50.24</td>
<td>39.25</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVN+MVA</td>
<td>15.14</td>
<td>27.11</td>
<td>37.68</td>
<td>40.74</td>
<td>38.27</td>
<td>39.89</td>
<td>39.78</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>33.04</td>
<td>45.38</td>
<td>50.67</td>
<td>51.23</td>
<td>48.91</td>
<td>47.48</td>
<td>38.41</td>
<td>2.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVN+RASTA</td>
<td>15.76</td>
<td>24.16</td>
<td>36.80</td>
<td>39.89</td>
<td>37.90</td>
<td>36.80</td>
<td>40.63</td>
<td>22.80</td>
<td>33.26</td>
<td>45.89</td>
<td>48.66</td>
<td>50.83</td>
<td>45.38</td>
<td>48.84</td>
<td>37.68</td>
<td>3.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVN+TSN</td>
<td>14.03</td>
<td>25.60</td>
<td>33.81</td>
<td>36.21</td>
<td>36.76</td>
<td>34.14</td>
<td>38.82</td>
<td>22.36</td>
<td>34.73</td>
<td>43.35</td>
<td>47.66</td>
<td>50.87</td>
<td>43.65</td>
<td>47.96</td>
<td>36.42</td>
<td>7.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEQ baseline</td>
<td>13.41</td>
<td>22.39</td>
<td>34.29</td>
<td>37.38</td>
<td>35.40</td>
<td>35.40</td>
<td>36.32</td>
<td>21.80</td>
<td>29.57</td>
<td>41.62</td>
<td>48.95</td>
<td>47.78</td>
<td>44.64</td>
<td>45.01</td>
<td>35.29</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEQ+MVA</td>
<td>14.44</td>
<td>21.99</td>
<td>33.96</td>
<td>37.38</td>
<td>35.40</td>
<td>35.40</td>
<td>36.32</td>
<td>21.80</td>
<td>29.57</td>
<td>41.62</td>
<td>48.95</td>
<td>47.78</td>
<td>44.64</td>
<td>45.01</td>
<td>35.29</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEQ+RASTA</td>
<td>14.92</td>
<td>22.69</td>
<td>31.79</td>
<td>37.13</td>
<td>33.59</td>
<td>34.07</td>
<td>36.46</td>
<td>21.47</td>
<td>30.46</td>
<td>41.47</td>
<td>45.89</td>
<td>47.26</td>
<td>42.14</td>
<td>45.30</td>
<td>34.62</td>
<td>2.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEQ+TSN</td>
<td>12.85</td>
<td>20.85</td>
<td>30.76</td>
<td>32.45</td>
<td>32.38</td>
<td>32.41</td>
<td>35.14</td>
<td>20.96</td>
<td>29.36</td>
<td>38.71</td>
<td>42.14</td>
<td>45.41</td>
<td>39.63</td>
<td>41.84</td>
<td>32.49</td>
<td>8.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFE</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td>19.59</td>
<td>30.09</td>
<td>36.17</td>
<td>31.23</td>
<td>34.73</td>
<td>32.97</td>
<td>23.35</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td>37.83</td>
<td>41.39</td>
<td>41.51</td>
<td>40.41</td>
<td>36.80</td>
<td>32.08</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEQ*+TES</td>
<td>11.42</td>
<td>21.40</td>
<td>35.25</td>
<td>37.53</td>
<td>34.59</td>
<td>36.17</td>
<td>38.56</td>
<td>20.15</td>
<td>28.80</td>
<td>43.87</td>
<td>47.66</td>
<td>49.83</td>
<td>44.75</td>
<td>46.77</td>
<td>35.48</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TSN - is effective for robust speech recognition, especially on large vocabulary tasks. In the future, we would like to investigate SNR-dependent temporal filtering scheme, in which temporal filters are designed and applied according to SNR levels.
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